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NINAD EDITORIAL
'Piece of cake!' we said. 'How hard could it be?' we said.
'Four months is enough,' we said. We were too ambitious
for our own good. Endless Ninad meetings were spent
aimlessly. Either we were twelve frustrated adolescents
screaming our lungs out at each other, or we were twelve
hysterical children who still didn't understand why we
were the chosen ones. Clearly our Ninad wasn't going as
expected.
Maybe it was Rahul’s constant shushing or the newly found
maturity that decided to pay us a visit, or the fact that it was a
term too late, that made us pull up our sleeves and get working.
And finally when we actually started working we expected the
whole school to co-operate and give us Cristina Rossetti-style
poetry and Rembrandt-style artwork all on a silver platter.
But sadly, our hopes came crashing down when we received
atrociously depressing pieces. Case in Point:
Roses are red, Violets are blue, Rhyming is
hard, I'm Batman.
(Thanks a lot, Dhruv! You were really helpful!)
After such deeply enriching pieces, we realized that
Sahyadrians could produce the required pieces only with some
clever nudging. And that's how the Ninad assemblies came into
the picture.
After conducting these assemblies, we received a 100 pieces or
so and our next challenge was to select print-worthy pieces.
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Being the noble, egalitarian people we were, we decided to
vote unanimously, with the ''everyone's opinion matters”
spirit. This meant that even if ONE member disagreed on
publishing a piece, which was invariably due to certain
members (*cough “Nethra” *cough), we would hit a
roadblock. We ended up wasting around twenty meetings
abiding by this terrible idea.

When we realized how impratical our idea
was, we decided to select pieces with a simple
majority and it looked like team Ninad would
finally live happily ever after. (*sigh “We wish”).
Like all fairytales, this one too had an evil witch
who destroyed the happily ever after. For us,
Miss Zara happily took on that role.

Zara: Guys!
*Everyone ignores her*
Zara: GUYS!
*Everyone ignores her*
Zara: How dare you not listen to the Queen
Bee! You’re so dead!
*Empties the carefully sorted Ninad file
containing all the precious articles and very
convienently mixes them up*
Everyone: NAHI !!!!
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After this memorable and heartbreaking incident we decided
to have more orderly meetings. We actually had a chairperson
for each meeting to avoid accidents by 'some people' (we're
guilty of copying this "chairperson" idea from the student
council). We hoped this system would work but most of our
meetings ended up being somewhat like this:
*Everyone talking*
Zesdan: Guys we have to finish the Ninad in
two days!
(Umm ... we have a month left!)
Bunty : Shu ... shu (you tried really hard boy!)
Meher: I have some thing to say
(you always have something to say!)
Sunidhi: Listen to me! I'm the chairperson
(when did that happen??)
Rishil: Can I leave?
Ruhi: Why did the chicken cross the road? (not again!)
Sahajo: *laughing* (the only one laughing, by the way)
Rhea: Guys can I say something? (just ignore her)
Adhya: Sorry guys, only half an hour late
(oh, she's dead. wait for it ...)
Hena: *dhishum dhishum (R.I.P. Adhya)
Nethra: Violence is not the answer. (boo!! goody two shoes)
Zara : Guys, I don't approve of the idea. It's not
happening (all hail to the queen bee!)
*Everyone tears their hair out*.
(curtains drop. and bow.)
THE END
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FREEDOM
It's so good to see something free;
The leaves dancing in the wind
or rustling harshly on the hard ground,
The birds singing whatever they wish,
Grass growing wherever it wants,
Fish splashing anywhere
Dolphins leaping all the time
Birds soaring in the sky
Flowers blooming in the spring
Winds blowing slowly or swiftly
Rivers moving in their own course
Mountains with all their trees
Valleys with all their blossoms
and here I am,
Bound with rules from head to toe,
Filled with wishes.
When I see these things
I hope all the world
would be free one day
No one has experienced freedom yet
and I wish everyone does one day.
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~ Kimaya, Class 5

Life
Walks around in bodies,
Not his;
Multiple personalities,
Still one single soul.
One step inside of you,
and you fluttered open those eyes.
They say he belonged to them,
If only they knew,
they were the ones that he possessed.
The only loyal friend one would ever have,
and even he shall have to say goodbye,
One day. When the time came.

But really ... It's him that
keeps you unforgotten.
And as he lifts his foot,
from your soul,
when it is time to say goodbye,
he shall pick you up
and place you into the arms
of another spirit
just like him,
and you shall be forgotten.
Forgotten and lifeless.
~ Zara, Class 9

Generous.
He sometimes gives the demon
inside of you another chance
to revelate your angel.
Selfless,
Sometimes he lets himself
get wounded,
lets himself bleed
so you can learn to dodge the bullets.
They say that he,
will do what you want him to.
The truth?
He. Makes. The choices.
We all want to be remembered.
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... LIFE IS
Snakes and ladders my life is
Climb the ladders of the age
Swallowing the Sun my life is
Oh, it burns! “Can I have some water, please?”
Fishing on the Moon my life is
Until my breath extinguishes the candles of the night
Stitching the sky up my life is
So more rains fall
Swimming in my conscience my life is
Till I reach the shore
Sweeping the oceans my life is
“Get me some more bottles, please”
Walking in the sand of time my life is
“Don't worry, they will follow your footprints”
Waiting for her my life is
“Wait a while, maybe I will sing a song”
Life is ... last time I thought ... it was.

~ Aasif,
Class 10
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Eavesdropping

I edged closer to their table,
Closer and closer.
They didn't notice me.
They seemed to be saying something good,
But I couldn't know.
Their lips moved and they talked;
Realizing I was there, they looked up.
Thier lips moved again, eyes glaring at me.
I stared at them, helpless.
I didn't understand what they said.
Shrugging, I walked away.
Whether they yelled after me or
Ignored me,
I will never find out.
Never.
No deaf person can.
~ Rhea Panat,
Class 9
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~ Pushpi Bagchi, Alumnus 2006
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(Classes 7 & 8)
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Homecoming
The more places you see in the world, the more you think about where or what
home is. I think there are two kinds – your material home: where you store your
earthly possessions, it’s the place where you often amuse and entertain yourself,
where you eat your meals and sleep. Then there is your spiritual home. That is where
you rest. This is the home you carry with you. It’s a home where you find complete
acceptance for yourself. It’s the home you seek when you feel lost. If you’re lucky,
your spiritual and material home are one. Sahyadri is and always will be that home for
me.
When I visited School the first time after graduation, my friends and I were excited
to meet our teachers and juniors, and visit every old spot on campus that held some
remote memory of us laughing or crying, or doing something that we shouldn’t
have been doing. We were ex-students, and there are few experiences that rival the
anticipation of re-visiting School for the first time after you’d left. You feel like a
veteran. You want to be everywhere and with everyone, and pretend like you never
left in the first place. At the same time you have an air of having had a taste of the
“outside world”, so you patronize your juniors and tell them how lucky they are, and
how easy they have it.
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As more time has gone by, and our visits to School have decreased, I see the
difference in what my visits used to mean and what they mean now. We show up in
smaller groups, sometimes just by ourselves. We still feel a sense of homecoming
but now we cast around for the quiet. The excitement has been replaced by a sense
of calm. We yearn for the stillness that School always reassuringly provides us with.
We look for perspective instead of our “old spots” and gaze so incredulously at the
landscape around us, asking ourselves if we were ever really here? Did we actually
witness these glorious sunsets every day? Were we so lucky to be surrounded by a
host of the most supportive and understanding adults in the form of our educators?
I think, that’s the beauty of School. You keep learning from every visit you make,
long after you’ve left. You reflect on past experiences and keep growing from
them. You think back upon conversations with friends and teachers and draw more
meaning than you did before. It’s the intense and perpetual experience of moving
outward in the world and moving inward in the mind, as the years wear on. And you
see yourself being lost and found, failing many times before succeeding, stumbling
about for purpose and eventually finding a way to do everything purposefully; but
mostly it becomes clear that you will forever belong to a special place in the world
and when you need it most, you can always come home.
~ Zahabia Rajkotwala,
Alumnus 2011
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A vignette
He lay on the ground panting, his throat half-parched, half-crazed hunger gnawing at
his guts, creating delusions in his brain. He vaguely remembered his first encounter
with Omar as he had ridden swiftly into his camp on his dromedary, the flowing
garment of his Bedouin robe aswirl in the first sandstorm gusts. In near delirium now,
his mind flitted from Omar's kind, smiling face to the nameless face of that shadowy
intruder who had robbed him, and before leaving, had put his rapier's blade into
his side, cutting his flesh and breaking his ribs, causing excruciating pain. He halfwondered where Omar was as he heard the shrill call of the kestrel high above him.

~ Amresh
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WHEN I FEEL AT HOME IN SAHYADRI
When the birds sing
When people laugh
When trees grow
That's when I feel at home in Sahyadri.
When my friends tease me
When they laugh at me
When I look with my binoculars
At the faraway hills
That's when I feel at home in Sahyadri.
When I swim in the Bhima
When I listen to music
When I read a book
That's when I feel at home in Sahyadri.
When I climb a roof
When I eat personal tuck
When I see the cake my friends have made
For my birthday
That's when I feel at home in Sahyadri.
When I watch the Sunday movies
When I play dodgeball
When I feel a throwball
Leaving my hands
When my basketball scores a basket
When my shoes win a race
That's when I feel at home in Sahyadri.

~ Jahnavi M.,
Class 5
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THE WORLD IN ME
Oft the sky embraces me in its warmth,
stardust alights on my cheek;
The moon forms a crescent on my lips
and from its craters do emotions speak.
I cup my ears to hear the ocean's hum,
close my eyes to see the outer skies;
The winds caress the ridges on my forehead,
and the sun reflects the fire in my eyes.
My veins throb with the city's vibrancy
heartbeat as one with the Earth's deep rumble
The time I feel small,
I know I am so much more ...
The grand universe in itself Ageless, timeless, limitless.

~ Nitya Somaiya,
Class 12
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Sometimes
Sometimes,
the lies that you see
aren’t true anymore reality become an illusion;
The love that you have
beomes unknown.
Time drains away
like the sand clock
losing its way.
No doors, no paths, no escapes no
complaints
light existing only on a candle stick
fire igniting inside our souls
burning for something,
hungry for life.
Sometimes,
it all changes.
From an infinity to zero;
countless things
disappearing from
ashes into nothingness.
Sometimes,
it all does.

~ Mehar Arunika,
Class 9
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THE SPARKLING WATERS
The waves splash up,
Then down,
And I swim
With them in joy.
A blue you have never
Seen before,
A small little squeak,
A large, giant roar.
The current pulls you along
As it swims rapidly,
The joyful river,
Laughs happily.
Then you get out
And you look at the view,
And the waves feel sleepy,
So the tide goes out too.
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~ Jahnavi K.,
Class 5

The things I run from
I run from things which carry Doubt
I run from things which also contain the solid Truth
I run from Illusions
I run from stark Reality
I run from stories with uncertain Endings
I run from tales with awkward Beginnings
I run from Mystery
I run from cruel Reason
I run from Abnormality and I think I am running towards
the perfect yellow brick road every one must take to reach
Perfection.
And sometimes I stop running and think
'I am running with Life,' only to realise I am
running away from it ...
					
						

~ Chinmayee,
Class 9
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lit fest

The library was the hub of most of the activities during the Lit Fest.
It also hosted a book talk.

‘Navras’ was a Hindi play enacted by class 8, 9 and 11 students, and Telang sir.
It truly evoked in the audience a whole range of emotions.
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‘Us And Them,’ an English play, presented by Class 7, depicted the walls
we create around ourselves, against others.

Sahyadri had never seen anything like the ‘Living Statues’ before. From the minor details to
the ability of Class 11 students to step into their characters’ shoes,
the event was novel enough to capture all our attention.
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“Will Amaze!” a production by Class 10 students aimed at providing
a flavour of Shakespeare’s works.
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The puppet show was put together by students of Class 10.
Although it was meant for the junior classes, people of all age groups loved it.

‘The Mousetrap’ was truly one of a kind. Presented by Class 11 students,
this Agatha Christie whodunit kept us at the edge of our seats.
It was the perfect end to a captivating Lit Fest week!
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Tyger
Once there was a village near the edge of the deep forest. At least the forest had been
deep to start with but this village, and that one on the other side of the forest, and
that town on the east, and the men who were hungry for trees, ate away the forest bite
by bite. So this village sat besides the forest and shared the river and maybe some of
the fruits of the forests with the animals that lived there. They shared the moon in the
night and the sun in the day and the wind that whispered its secrets. But in the forest
the language of the sun and the moon and the wind changed and became the language
of the trees. So in the stories that the village told, the sun and the moon and the wind
were different from those in the stories of the forest; and the stories that the village
told of the forest was in a different language from the stories that the forest told about
itself. As the forest got eaten up and began to shrink, so did the stories. But at least
there were stories still.
One of the stories that they told in the village was the story of a cow and the tiger.
Such stories are usually the kind in which the tiger writes the script. In
blood and hunger. The cow doesn’t get to do much more than be a hearty meal. But
not all cows – or tigers, are alike.
She was an ordinary brown and white cow, not very big, not very small, with a mind full
of sweet, green grass.She had no heroic thoughts, no aspirations of glory or history;
she dreamt of and lived for that green grass. But she did have a little white calf. One
day when the brown and white cow was chewing her grass as usual, she heard her calf
mooing in fear. She raised her big brown eyes and saw a monster, a creature savage of
maw and claw, a creature of ravenous hunger, a creature that asked every instinct in her
to flee, flee, flee as far away as possible. But there was that little mooing calf. Like Moses
parting the red sea, the green grass in the cow’s mind parted - an arrow shooting out,
a clear path, not thought but felt, lending wings to hoofed feet. Then it was that the
ordinary cow became tiger-hearted, the cow of the valiant horn, desperately battling
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the hungry hunter, as her child bellowed in fright.Even as the fearful hunger flowed
through the muscles of the beast and he made to leap, she charged. Wounded and
bleeding, she yet pierced the heart of the hunter. The little calf was safe. The mother
had stolen her back from the flaming jaws of death.
A story of a hero and a villain ... or was that the story they told? Do all stories have
heroes? Do all stories have villains? And can the two be distinguished from each other,
or might they be one and the same? Or neither? Who decides? And what of the tellers?
What role did they play in the story - passive narrators, or were they woven into the
story too?
In the forest, another story was told. A tale of a great beast woven of fire and bone and
blood, a creature of speed and power, who walked as silent as a shadow and roared as
loud as thunder, part dappled sunlight, part moon shadow. Few were there in the forest
to match the strength and beauty of the tiger. Death, the ultimate hunter, was his
constant companion. And life burgeoned in the forest, green and gold and blood red.
The light of life and the dark of death were balanced on the point of a claw or the tip
of a tooth ... For centuries, with eyes that saw far ahead and eyes at the back to guard
its every step forward, the tiger watched over the forest fearlessly. Who was there to
fear? But destiny had a new story to tell. Even the fearless may fall. Strength and speed
and skill may not save you. An enemy may not have claws or teeth to strike the killing
blow; an enemy might be a weak and puny thing and yet destroy you. Without touching
you, an enemy might lay siege and eat away your world. So it was that the forest was
worn away to a nub. The trees decimated one by one, the creatures fading away with
the forest and the noise of the other world getting louder and louder, drowning the
heartbeat of the hunter. In such a time and space, even a tiger may despair, if tigers
knew of despair. Searching, the tiger finds only emptiness and hunger everywhere.
Driven, he attacks a porcupine, who small in size but armed and brave of heart, fights
back shooting a sharp arrow of despair into the giant, an arrow that travels slowly but
surely to the heart of the beast.
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So it is that the tiger becomes one who is among the walking dead. And that the
horn of the tiger-hearted cow was not the only thing to pierce his massive heart. He
was a thrice pierced tiger, doomed by his world...
Tiger, tiger burning bright through the last days of clawed and toothed splendour,
through the shrinking forests of the night, eating out its heart with an unknown,
unrecognisable despair, dying, dying ,dying away...Like an extinguished flame
where for a while the memory of light glimmers, a memory of muscle and bone and
hungry teeth burns...
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~ Mallika

“I don’t have a goal.
I don’t limit myself to a goal.”
- Yoko Ono
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TERROR
Terror has many faces
His description is:
what every individual fears the most.
Thats why, when Terror is the king
Fear is his minister.
He lurks in the shadows, looking
for an empty heart to conquer.
He is the enemy of Courage.
He knocks on every tender soul,
waiting for a chance to take Control.
If I were to award Terror a title,
I would name him
“Knight of Nightmares.”
~ Nithilan,
Class 7A
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Deception
Deception is a mischievous deck of cards, always destined to win a royal flush.
Um, what can we say? He is nothing but exceptional. Well, if you don't know what
deception is, you shouldn't be too curious because he can be everywhere. You
might want to look behind you! You don't see him quite often, but when you do,
you'll see nothing but a black hood and a blank face. You'll always have him as your
shadow, but he is actually slurping on the juice of lies, somewhere in good heaven,
laughing at us all!
Deception doesn't communicate much; he only talks through his burning flame of
illusions, creepy enough to scare you! He arrives like the wind, wooing the victim,
and leaves the stage with dust, ashes, and of course, a jawdropping trick. He fakes
death like he's strangling a cat, and is always on your shoulder, waiting for you
to give your best shot. The next thing you know, you are his puppet. He's simply
performing the act of pitch-perfect misdirection. Deception is usually a weird lad,
as he cheats the legal way. He will build your confidence to win in the flick of
an eye, before you realise that you have already lost.
He could be called the malicious chap. As a matter of fact, he also has his own
beauty, so-called ''cunning intentions''. You might know, he has a student called
'Magic', to whom he passed on his mantle. He vanishes like flash paper, leaving no
residue, and the people ... they can't just watch! Deception is nature’s taste bud, as
he can change your taste with only something sweeter. He is the dream you can
never imagine, because he dunks the ball from halfway, without you even knowing.
You won't know what’s “reality”, after a while. If he is in town, seeing won't be
believing anymore!
~ Jaidhar,
Class 7A
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A brief retrospect of a hilltop

When I think about the days I spent on the Sahyadri hilltop, I remember different
aspects through different senses. The greens and blues of the landscape, the taste
of some fruit we’d find and eat off the tree and the scent of the art room with all
its batik wax. Of course, I do not want to miss out the people who make the hilltop
inhabitable, the many dadas and didis who have taken care of us all, silently and
invisibly. All of our teachers and mentors who were more of parents during our stay
there have had an equally important hand in our upbringing and have influenced us
in more ways than we had then imagined.
Although the essence of Sahyadri as a school, a space of learning and
co-existing is consolidated through these nostalgic sensory triggers, we have walked
out of that space with a great sense of respect and achievement of having been part
of a community that stands together.
We have been able to build this community in smaller pockets even beyond the
borders of the hilltop as we carry a certain sense of this Sahyadri spirit with us
even today. The kinds of exposure that the hilltop provided despite being secluded
and cocooned has helped us realize what the world outside is without really being
physically present in it. As we grow and move from one space and time to another,
we realize that the whole world is made of these tiny bubbles of space that we
inhabit for a certain period of time. Moving out of Sahyadri was a struggle to break
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free of the comfort and challenge ourselves to face new people, and hopefully arrive
at a new hilltop. This impermanence of time and space that we all have experienced
over the years is essential to growing as a person, as a human being. Impermanence
only enhances our ability to remember, to feel nostalgic about our many pasts and
to create and inhabit many such spaces. Our interests evolve to find more scope and
meaning as we struggle to find our passion and calling. This struggle is probably the
most meaningful part of this journey of life, where we set out to make sense of it all.
Personally, this journey has been a series of close shaves and blind hits. Sometimes
there was a definite lack of clarity and then there were those occasions when plans
and aspirations seemed to fall back into place. The sun occasionally rises to a new
day, brings warmth to a numb mind that is lost reminiscing about a bunch of friends,
a room in the dorm, a river in the distance and a home on a hilltop. Each one of us
carries a living part of Sahyadri that now and again finds itself crawling back into
our stream of consciousness to evoke a mixed, incomprehensible feeling of sadness,
warmth and nostalgia.
~ Savyasachi Anju Prabir
Alumnus 2010
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Bhag Basanti Bhag
The rain had stopped. The platform was still wet and iterant peddlers
made their way through the mass of hurrying commuters. The morning
rush hour had begun and incessant announcements and train horns
defined the station. Everyone pushed - people who got on the train and
those who got off.
As I forced my way through the jostling crowd on the platform, I realised
a train was pulling away from the station. I could have easily waited
for the next train but I made a run for it. An onlooker from the train
compartment screamed, ‘Bhag Basanti, Bhag!’
The rush of a metropolis could grow on someone, like it did on me.
However, school was different. Time was measured by the bell. Many a
time, though the bell would ring, thoughts would continue - sometimes,
even conversations.
School gave us time and space.
School gave us time and space to be ourselves.
~ Savannah,
Alumnus 2015
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Love
You changed your path,
the one you thought was right.
You called it affection.
Bits of you crumpled,
chipped, tore at the end-like old musty paper.
You called it sacrifice.
You let yourself go,
blew yourself away.
Like a disloyal friend.
And all that was left,
were two strangers
between whom,
Sat a candle in
the wind, that
struggled to
stay alive.
You called it
love.

~ Zara
Class 9
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ART FEST
To me, Sahyadri is a place I grew up in, a place I dream about, a roosting-place for
wandering souls ... and no matter where I live, my home. Visiting after three years, I
felt I could see the many Rahis of my past around me. I peered into
classrooms, surveyed the whispering grass of Asthachal Hill and stopped by the
pond to see who, if anyone, had inherited my spot by the fishes. Indeed, to visit
Sahyadri was also to visit my former selves.
When I was invited to take a workshop and be a part of the Art Fest here, I thought
of those selves, those times, and what I of the present may have been able to offer
her. I didn’t intend to ‘teach’, but to act as a facilitator who could introduce the
participants to new ways of thinking about things — thinking about connections,
about longings and belongings, and what it takes to feel a part of a larger whole ...
the whole of yourself, a group of friends, the school, the ‘whole’ of things that grow,
and the vast universe.
The workshop opened with an exercise in
which the participants were invited to draw
each other with charcoal. Following a session
of guided observation, I encouraged them
to simply draw as they saw, without worrying
too much if the image resembled the person
or looked like a portrait ‘should’. I believe
that drawing as an act has the power to
bring us face to face with the immediate
physical presence of things in a way that
can be most intimate, but still requires the
distanced eye of the observer.
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In the moments of intense silence, with each person peering intently at the other’s
face, a space is created where we are free to look upon each other, not with attraction
or repulsion, nor with the intent to emotionally or intellectually ‘tackle’ the person
and what they represent to us, but simply as one person looking at another. It was
heartening to hear a student a reflect, “When I drew my partner, I could not judge
him, I just had to draw him as he is.”
Exercises over the next few days explored the relationship between the individuals
and their surroundings. We delved into the world of sound, texture and space,
exploring how these elements interact with our bodies and thoughts. One of the
exercises required the participants to draw a map of the space around them, marking
the positions of windows, walls etc. as well as the various people sharing the space.
Participants then labeled the map as parts of their own body. And so windows
became eyes (and eyes, windows), door-hinges were elbows and ears, flaky wall-skin
rose over the empty-stomached floor.
Conversely, in another exercise, the participants visualized a carefully observed
location as situated within the body—calm waters in your mind, the hills and skies
and corridors inside the boundaries of your skin. Skin is textured like the Earth, isn’t
it? And so porous, blurring the notions of ‘inside’ and ‘out’.
In this way, I wanted to lead the participants to expand their sense of self.
Sometimes we need to remind ourselves that there is more to being than our daily
anxieties, our likes and dislikes, and that our sense of exclusion and
inclusion need not have anything at all to do with popularity or groupism, or what
we casually refer to as ‘batch politics’.
We wandered around blindfolded, feeling surfaces and documenting them, we drew
and colored sounds as we heard them, and wondered about the ‘materials’, the bones
and incidents and environments that make us.
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The last few days of the workshop were dedicated entirely to creating individual selfportraits, which became an opportunity to visually articulate many of the themes we
had been discussing over the week. Who am I? What are the parts of me, and what
am I a part of ? We looked for ourselves in charcoal, in paint, in balancing glass jars
and bits of twig, exploring a variety of materials and techniques. It was good to get
to the real stuff, our naked fears and hopes, and our senses, and especially to be able
to do it together, to hold and respect that space of vulnerability for each other.
It was immensely moving and exciting for me to see the students take up
various concerns and make it their own, staying up nights and waking up early,
collaborating with each other to put together the display. The discoveries of the
workshop helped me to reaffirm my belief in the effectual power of creative
intervention as a means to empower the individual and bring together a
community.
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~ Rahi De Roy,
Alumnus 2014

Journey through the Forest
Those eyes, with their cold stares, take my
breath away.
Those trees also mock me, in the bitter wind,
asway.
Those secret whispers, with their sharp points,
pierce my mind.
They treat me as though I am a completely
different kind.
As I fly through the dark, that same bitter wind
supporting me;
Dark and wounded monsters, howling,
I see.
I had set out to continue my family line,
But I decided not to settle here,
well not this time.
So I still continue to find my home,
my words you heed,
After all, a serene and peaceful place
I still need,
Why?
Because I am a delicate dandelion seed.

~ Adi Shyam,
Class 8
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Paint Dreams
My
o
ver
r
Nightmares. I Paint
Ne
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n Reality.”

~ Frida Kahlo
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‘¢ EH$ K‹S>r hÿ±
‘¢ EH$ K‹S>r hÿ±& ‘¢ WmBb¢S> Ho$ EH$ ~‹S>o H$maImZo ‘| ~Zm Wm& ‘wPo EH$ {S>ã~o ‘| ~§X {H$¶m J¶m& dhm± go
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H$~ ‘oam ‘hËd nVm MboJm? Cgo H$m¡Z ~VmE {H$ ‘¢ {H$VZm ‘hËdnyU© hÿ±& ‘¢ g‘¶ {XIVm hÿ±& ‘oao {~Zm
Xþ{Z¶m Mb Zht gH$Vr& ‘¢ Amem H$aVm hÿ± {H$ dh OëX hr ‘oam ‘hËd g‘P OmE Š¶m|{H$ CgHo$ Eogm
g‘PZo go CgH$m g‘¶ AÀN>m hmo OmEJm& CgH$s qOXJr ^r AÀN>o go H$Q>oJr&
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‘oam gnZm
‘oam ¶h gnZm Xmo gmb nhbo H$m h¡& ‘¢Zo gnZo ‘| XoIm {H$ ‘¢ AnZo ñHy$b Ho$ ^moOZmb¶ Ho$ nmg I‹S>m hÿ±&
^moOZmb¶ Ho$ nrN>o ~‹S>r-~‹S>r B‘maV| h¢& g^r bmoJ AnZo-AnZo N>mÌmdmg ‘| h¢& V^r Xÿa go EH$ AmX‘r
Xm¡‹S>Vm hþAm ‘oao nmg Am¶m& CgZo ‘oao nmg AmH$a ‘wPo OëXr go ^mJZo Ho$ {bE H$hm& ‘¢Zo Cggo nyN>m, ‘¢
Š¶m| ^mJy±? CgH$m Odm~ gwZH$a ‘¢ h¡amZ ah J¶m& CgZo H$hm {H$ AmV§H$dmXr Am aho h¢&
CgH$s ~mV gwZH$a ‘¢ Am¡a ‘oao Amg-nmg Ho$ g^r bmoJ Nw>n JE& h‘ bmoJ ~hþV S>a JE Wo& h‘Zo gmoMm
{H$ H$ht ^mJ OmE±& h‘ EH$-EH$ H$a ~mha AmZo bJo& h‘ Yrao-Yrao AmJo ~‹T>Zo bJo& h‘ gr{Z¶a Am°S>r
VH$ nhþ±Mo& O¡go hr h‘ gr{Z¶a Am°S>r Ho$ A§Xa Kwgo d¡go hr XadmOo AnZo-Amn ~§X hmo J¶o& V^r h‘mao
gm‘Zo 10 Jw§S>o O¡go {XIZo dmbo bmoJ Am JE& CÝhm|Zo h‘ g^r H$mo Koa {b¶m& CZHo$ nmg ~§XÿHo$ Wt&
AMmZH$ CZ bmoJm| Zo h‘ na Jmobr~mar H$aZm ewê$ {H$¶m& ‘¢ Jmo{b¶m| go ~MZo Ho$ {bE ZrMo H$s Amoa PwH$
J¶m Am¡a Am±Io| ~§X H$a br& {’$a ‘wPo nVm Zht {H$ CgHo$ ~mX Š¶m hþAm?
O~ ‘¢Zo AnZr Am±I Imobr Vmo ‘¢ EH$ H$‘ao ‘| Wm& ‘oao XmoñV ‘wPo OJm aho Wo&
~ lr{Zdmg
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Haikus
The silver at night
The beautiful moonlight glints
off my bloodstained sword

The horseshoe harbour
Where the tides turn randomly,
I finish my bath.

~ Rishil, Class 9
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“Art is a lie that makes us realise the truth.”
								 ~ Pablo Picasso
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Looking Ahead
As the school enters its 23rd year, we look back at the most recent constructions on campus and
recognize how much the new classrooms and dormitories (for the ISC students) have added
to our hilltop. However, there is scope for still further development. We present here a brief
account of the infrastructure work being envisioned for the future.
(a) Art Block Extension: The Art Block is being expanded by using bamboo as construction
material along with rammed earth construction for walls. Four room will house the sections
for Batik, Weaving, Pottery and Carpentry. The area between the old and the proposed
extension is being developed as an open amphi-theater for performing arts and concerts.
A common verandah will connect the old and new structures. The Hunnarshala Foundation
will integrate the constructed features with appropriate art work. Overall, the structure will
be eco-friendly with sloping roofs.
(b) Examination Hall / Hobby classes: A new examination hall will be built on top of the 11th
and 12th cluster with bamboo as the building material. These rooms would double up as
space for hobby classes.
(c) New Junior Dorms: Two new dorms are expected to be constructed for juniors between
the Kaveri and Chandan dorms. The designs are expected to be native in character, with
interconnected elements. The buildings will be eco-friendly, energy efficient, and spacious
with mezzanines and sloping roofs.
(d) Indoor Sports Facility: A multi-purpose indoor sports facility, which may possibly house a
basketball court, 2-3 badminton courts, a gymnasium and a squash court, could be erected
parallel to the football ground. This will be a covered sports facility and would therefore be
available during the monsoons as well.
(e) Waste Water Recycling Facility: A 60,000 liters (per day) capacity waste water recycling
plant will help in recycling water for gardening, farming and plantation and in reducing the
fresh water requirement on the campus.
(f) 100 KW Solar Power Project: A 100 KW Solar Power project is in the process of installation.
The roofs of three dorms – Chandan, Kaveri and Krishna – have been utilized for
installation of the solar panels. This would take care of the greater part of our energy
requirements in school.

~ With inputs from Milind Sir
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THE EMPTY HOUSE
Nothing ever happens in the old bungalow. Its day is over and night has fallen on its
decrepit walls and empty rooms; tombs of a former life. No footstep echoes on the
cracked stone floors, nor any voice calls out, either gladly or otherwise. No dreams
reside here, no hope blossoms forth, no tear drop falls. Spiders build munificent
cobweb castles in the air and the lightless lamps hold only lizards in search of insect
feasts. In the dim interiors, snakes take refuge and slumber during the hot, steamy
summers, nothing more than silent ribbons of warm breath.
Sometimes a drunk or homeless wanderer kicks out at the locked door, then giving
up thoughts of entering, makes do with squatting there for a lingering while, maybe
for hours, sometimes days, cloaked in the darkness and the monsoons. It may be
that once these wayfarers were as settled and respectable, as wanted even, as the
bungalow had been. Changes of fortune occur to all manner of houses, palaces and
humble abodes alike; even bodies housing a living spirit.
In the corner of the old stone porch, a raggedy mutt occasionally gives birth to pups.
It is a dispiriting experience, for the poor little things rarely last long and drain their
skinny mother of nutrition and love, along with her thin supply of milk. However,
she loves them to the best of her ability. But how many times can a doggy heart
be broken? The last pup was hit by a boy and his brother, who, unaccustomed to
dogs, threw a stone when the tiny scrap came close, and never saw the beautiful
black liquid eyes ready to be friends with anyone that offered it a bit of love . They
congratulated themselves on the hit and moved on while the pup lay dying on the
broken bit of pavement outside the bungalow’s rusty old gate. It lay dying a long
time, whimpering and suffering, every breath an immeasurable sigh of pain. Even
a tiny pup, hardly bigger than a teacup can take a long time to die ... All the while,
the mother guarded it jealously, allowing nothing or no one to come near it. Human,
crow, cow, no matter what size or manner of creature came that way, she bared her
teeth and held vigil. Who can tell what the mother’s heart holds? Perhaps it is as
empty as the bungalow.
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In the cracked wall near the top of the bungalow is a small hollow space that a
faithful bird couple make into their nest every year. It is filled with cheepings
and chirpings of hunger and newborn life. Not all hollow spaces are as empty
as a grieving heart. There are other cheerful sounds; the perpetual chatter of the
squirrels. They scamper everywhere; jumping from tree to tree finding ways inside
the bungalow, chasing each other through tiny cracks and leaping from branch to
ledge, and ledge to branch, with scarcely a thought for the spaces of air beneath their
flying feet. Squirrels are irrepressible, if slightly hysterical, and have a habit of being
loud and excited in all their doings.
Their chattering and hysteria increases whenever a stray cat with its unblinking
eyes and hunter’s heart winds its hungry way into the house or up a tree. Like
silent ghosts they haunt and hunt the unknown, unnamed citizens of an empty
shell of a house. Cats are experts of secrets and silence and here is a territory
that they are perfectly at home in, but who would ever know? After all, nothing
ever happens in the old bungalow.
~ Mallika
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DARKNESS
Darkness is an omen
for terror and tears;
in the darkness creeps out
a human’s innermost fears.
On the darkest of nights
there is no hope, no chance,
for on the night of the new moon
lost souls of the earth gather to dance.
The ghosts whisper their secrets,
their stories from hell,
their journey as they gyrate
in the abyss they dwell.
		
		
		
		

Against the shadows of the moon
beat all the raging hearts
their crescendo screaming vengeance;
revenge, a fiery dart.

		
		
		
		

Their unheard voices fade away,
as dawn brings along its golden spark; and
the ghosts vanish into thin air,
waiting again for the deep and the dark.

									 ~ Sahajo, Class 9
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History For Laundry
If I were doing my laundry, I'd take the Crusades,
Wash out the Blood and violence, Bleach the red out.
I'd put Wars Of Roses in, Whiten the Red, Red Rose,
Lift a big bucket of water, Douse out the Great Fire Of London.
I'd soak a clean rag, wipe down the Layers of
Grime from the Industrial Revolution,
Wash out the Colonies thoroughly to get rid of the filth of Europeans.
I'd take Extra Strong Soap (even that might not work)
And scrub vigorously, the World War, Wash away
the Guns, Rub out Disease, spruce the soldiers up.
I'd dump Churchill, Nixon, Stalin, Hitler,
Oh! And let's not forget Truman! Into the Washing Machine.
A few turns may do them good...get the coat of violence out,
Though I'd have to Repair the Machine afterwards.
P.S It's for the Greater Good!
But (let's be frank here) I don't think even the
Repaired Machine
Would be able to handle Humanity today.
~ Mughda,
Class 12
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Growth of the Artist
“It was very real for me.”
That's Salim, a cryptic man, a gentle soul. His smile betrays his heart's gladness as
he speaks of his childhood home in Kothamangalam.
All around him, as far as eye can see, flat paddy fields stretch on and on. It is
a landscape with green fields and white egrets, no trees. In this old world, still
without electricity, the boy Salim looks, and listens. At dusk, as notes of a flute
waft their way to his home from the workers' huts kilometres away, his mother
whispers, “Quietly listen.” And so he does. The simple music and unbroken space
evoke an imagery all their own. The peak of a hill is a blue elephant in the bright
skies. “You see rain in a different way.” On the long walk to school he notices
little things: a leaf moves in a peculiar way. He wonders why. “Everything was
interesting.” He observes a roadside plant, streaks of light, shadows...the furrows in
which seeds are planted. Nothing escapes his watchful eye; there is never a sense of
boredom. It becomes his nature – watching, observing, seeing, listening. Hanging
upside down from a wall, he tries to see the underside of a particular leaf more
closely. Stories of ghosts and heroes are all around him. Painted advertisements
in the city catch the schoolboy's eye; he stands and stares. The headmaster of his
school notes the boy's gift for drawing, and mentions it to his father, who brings
home a good pencil. Salim begins expressing himself in painting. Even as a young
boy, he has a touchstone. “When you're looking at something, it evokes a feeling in
you; if the painting doesn't reproduce that, it isn't a good painting.”
In the sixth standard, he shifts to his uncle’s house, also set amidst paddy fields.
His uncle’s family is orthodox; the boy himself carries no awareness of caste or
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religion. Here, workers are not permitted to enter the kitchen. To the adults’
dismay, the growing boy starts spending time moving about with the workers,
enthralled by the vital work their hands do, their gentle consideration and care -“They wouldn’t disturb or cut other plants when planting a tree.” The clean, well-kept
houses of the workers atracted him. His paternal grandfather, a tehsildar who has
lost his sight with age, tells him stories from the Ramayan and the Mahabharat.
They strike a deal: the boy will bring him a paan for every story he tells.
A teenager now, the boy moves to a Christian boarding school in the city, where
his warden and boarding master are both priests. Although there is no compulsion
to do so, he visits the church every day, drawn by its atmosphere; the choir music
replaces the strains of the flute. The boy starts to sketch the folds in a piece of
cloth. His warden, himself a college student, is impressed, and requests the boy
to teach him to draw. Encouraged by this recognition, the boy thinks to himself,
“I want to go for Fine Arts.” Around this time, his interest in Art is nurtured by a
Malyalam magazine, each issue of which carries a European painting on its cover,
with a little note inside, providing details of the artist. So far, the boy hasn’t taken
his own abilities seriously; he feels “Painting is somehing more than what I’m doing.”
It is only when he joins the Fine Arts College in Trivandrum and receives new
exposure to the classics screened by the Film Club, that he first starts to take a
serious look at Art. During his four years as an undergraduate in Fine Arts, he
makes studies – still life and models, as well as compositions.
With every change of location, he gains a new dimension. While studying Art
in Baroda for his Masters, the young man is struck by the realization - “...what I
was doing so far was not painting.” Immersing himself in the world of painting,
he ignores other aspects of life. Now he becomes silent, sensing that speaking will
dissipate what is essential, and prevent its portrayal in his painting. “Let it all come
into my painting.” In this phase, he pores over the paintings in the college archives
for two or three hours every day, reconnecting with his experience of being alone
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and observing things in his boyhood. “Painting never came to me with any sense of
fear. I never painted for marks.” Surviving this way is difficult.
After that, painting hasn’t happened. Today, Salim has moved beyond painting,
into teaching. About his work today, Salim says:
Why paint? What I was getting from painting, I’m getting from being a teacher also.
You can’t just paint on the side. You need to be with that, while eating, sleeping.
Otherwise you won’t be happy with that. What I am trying to do in the Art Room as
a teacher is very similar.
Painting is a kind of mirroring of yourself; you can understand yourself better when
you look at your painting. Looking at things, you always relate with yourself. You
can understand your feeling better when you see your own painting. You paint, and
in your painting you find something related to you. You realize what it is; it brings
you a better understanding of what happened to you. Whatever you’re doing goes in
through the eyes, and comes out of the hand...
Painting has its own way of making you sensitive. It can teach you how to eat. You can’t
just do anything any which way. You find that strong words can make the stomach

ache. You can’t do things roughly, noisily. Through the childhood experiences,
the being acquires a sensitivity; you learn to understand what your feelings are.
Everything in your environment goes in and produces a response in you. Once such

direct awareness has grown -- awareness of the effect of things, of one’s feelings, of the
impact of actions on the environment, and so on – there is no longer the need to respond
through painting, to portray experience as a painting, which was just a medium.
I no longer experience the organic need to paint, the way I used to. I still never feel
bored. Painting is a kind of experiencing that is not essential any more; painting is not
needed to reveal oneself.
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When I teach, what is very important for me is that the children also need to watch, to
experience certain things, then paint; painting should not be just at a technical level.
I try not to teach children drawing in that (technical) way. In two years, they begin to
show some learning. You have to see their work every day. Each student is different.
Sometimes I show a child certain ways of doing things. Sometimes demonstration is
needed. You have to be careful how each one is working. You realize what a student
is doing, and adjust your teaching and instructions accordingly. Now, more students
say, ‘Show me, teach me.’ I like to see children finding out by themselves. It is a creative
process. I try not to harm that.
And the journey of the artist continues...
This article, penned by Anjali Krishna, is based on an interview with
Salim Madhavan, who has been teaching Art at Sahyadri School for
over fourteen years.
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“If you could say it in words, there would be no reason to paint.”
~ Edward Hopper
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Dorm
SCHOOL
SURVEY
1

What's your favorite hangout spot in the2 school?
Senior Cluster(11th and 12th)
3 Bench near handball court

Simple silly questions when asked can produce the most unexpected results. This
1

Dorm

2

Senior Cluster(11th and 12th)

4

Library

survey was an attempt to know where weLibrary
stand in our ordinary day to day activities.
4

at's your favorite hangout spot in the school? 5 Culture hut
What's your favorite hangout spot in the school?
3 Bench near handball court
6 Computer Lab
What's your favorite hangout spot in the school?

1 Dorm
What's your favorite hangout spot in the school?

1 Dorm
5 Culture hut
2 Senior Cluster(11th and 12th)
2 Senior Cluster(11th and 12th)
2 Senior
Cluster(11th
6 Computer
Lab and 12th)
1 Dorm
3 Bench near3handball
court
Bench
near handball court
3 Bench near handball court
2 Senior
Cluster(11th
and
12th)
4 Library
4
Library
3 Bench near handball court
5 Culture hut
4 Library
4 Library
5 Culture hut
6 Computer Lab
5 Culture hut
5 Culture hut
1 Dorm

6

Computer Lab

6 Computer Lab
6 Computer Lab

r most preferred Sunday breakfast line (dosa)?

What's your most preferred Sunday breakfast line (dosa)?

What's your most preferred Sunday breakfast line (dosa)?
What's your most preferred Sunday breakfast line (dosa)?

1 Nearest to the entrance
1 Nearest to the entrance
1

Nearest to the entrance

hat's your most preferred Sunday breakfast line
(dosa)?
Nearest tocabin(near
the entrance
Near
the
DH 1manager's
2 Near the2DH
manager's
cabin(near
What's your most preferred Sunday2 breakfast
line
(dosa)?
visitors'
sitting
area)
Near the DH manager's
cabin(near
visitors'
sitting area)
visitors' sitting area)
3

3

Farthest from the entrance

3 entrance
Farthest from the

2

Near the DH manager's cabin(near
visitors' sitting area)

Farthest from the entrance
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3
1 Nearest to the entrance
1 Nearest
Farthest
from
the entrance
to the
entrance

3 Fire Dance

5 Zadik Dama

ur favorite folk dance?

6 Drunken sailor 4

Humok Dan

What's your favorite folk dance?
What's your favorite folk dance?

1

What's your favorite folk dance?

2
1 Doll Dance

1

Doll Dance

2

Family Waltz

3

5

Dama
DollZadik
Dance
6 Drunken sailor

Family Waltz

1 Doll Dance

2 Family Waltz

3

Fire Dance

Fire Dance

4

Humok Dan

3 Fire Dance

5

Zadik Dama

4 Humok Dan

6

Drunken sailor

4

Humok Dan

5 Zadik Dama

5

would you rather do?

3 Fire Dance

Zadik Dama
4 Humok Dan

6 Drunken sailor

6

2 Family Waltz

Drunken sailor
5 Zadik Dama
6 Drunken sailor

What would you rather do?
What would you rather do?

1 Jump into the bhima on a very
1

What would you rather do?

2

cold winter morning and stay
there for half an hour

Jump into the bhima on a very
cold winter morning and stay
there for half an hour

1 Jump into the bhima on a very

cold winter morning and stay
half an hour
Run 5 rounds of athere
veryfor
slushy
football field when it's still raining
1 Jump into the bhima on a very
heavily

Run 5 rounds
2 of a very slushy
football field when it's still raining
heavily

cold winter morning and stay
there for half an hour

hat would you rather do?
you
prefer?

2 Run 5 rounds of a very slushy

football field when it's still raining
heavily

2 Run 5 rounds of a very slushy

Which assembly do you prefer?

What would you rather do?

Which assembly do you prefer?

football field when it's still raining
heavily

1
1 Singing Singing

1

2 A.V

Jump into the bhima on a very
cold winter morning and stay
there for 1half
an hour
Singing

2 A.V
2

What's your favorite time of the day?

2 A.V

1 Jump into the bhima on a

Run 5 rounds of a very slushy
cold winter morning and
football field when it's still
raining
there
for half an hour
heavily
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What's your favorite time of the day?

What's your favorite time of the day?
What's your favorite time of the day?
1 Games

1

Games

2

Unstructured Time(Evening)

1 Games

2 Unstructured Time(Evening)
3 After Dinner
4 P.T

3

After Dinner

2 Unstructured Time(Evening)

4

P.T

3 After Dinner

5

Juice Break

4 P.T

6

Rest hour

5 Juice Break

7

Morning

5 Juice Break
6 Rest hour
7 Morning

6 Rest hour
7 Morning

avorite swing in the school?

Which is your favorite swing in the school?
Which is your favorite swing in the school?

1 Near Shivneri
1 Near Shivneri

2 Near the D.H

2 Near the D.H

3 Near the office

1 Near

Shivneri

2 Near

the D.H

3 Near

the office

3 Near the office

Which do term do you like better?

62like better?
o you

1 Spring

2 Monsoon

Which do term do you like better?
Which do term do you like better?

1

Spring

2

Monsoon

1

Spring

2

Monsoon

1 Spring

2 Monsoon

our favorite chocolate in the tuck shop?

What's
your favorite chocolate in the tuck shop?
What's your favorite chocolate in the tuck shop?

1 Munch

1

Munch

2

Milky Bar

3

Dairy Milk

2 Milky Bar
3 Dairy Milk

1 Munch
2 Milky Bar

4 Kit Kat
5 Five Star

4

Kit Kat

5

Five Star Kit Kat
4

6

Perk

6 Perk

If you had to ask a question for the survey what would it be?

3 Dairy Milk

5 Five Star
6 Perk

-Would you want the mela back?
-What would you miss about the school if you leave?
-Which shortcut do you use the most in school?
-Which is your favourite lab?
-What would you like added to the DH Menu?
-Most sung kabir song after watching the kabir project documentary?

o ask a question
for the survey what would it be?
Note: This survey included junior school and whoever participitated from the senior school only.

If you had to ask a question for the survey what would it be?
want the mela back?
-Would
you want
the mela
d you miss
about
the school
if back?
you leave?
-What
would
you
miss
about
the school if you leave?
tcut do you use the most in school?
-Which shortcut do you use the most in school?
our favourite lab?
-Which is your favourite lab?
d you like
added
thelike
DHadded
Menu?
-What
wouldtoyou
to the DH Menu?
kabir song
project
-Mostafter
sungwatching
kabir songthe
afterkabir
watching
the documentary?
kabir project documentary?
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ñnYm©
MT>mAmoT> ¶m eãXmMm AW© AmnU {H$Vr CbQ>m bmdVmo
H$moUr da MT>VmZm {Xgbm H$s bJoM Imbr AmoT>m¶bm YmdVmo.
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MmaM Amoir nU Amnë¶m ‘mZ{gH$VoMo {H$Vr ‘m{‘©H$ dU©Z Ho$b§ Amho M§ÐeoIa JmoIb|Zr. ñnYm©, MT>mAmoT>,
hodm, AmË‘H|$Ðr d¥Îmr ¶m d Aem AZoH$ ZH$mamË‘H$ Jmoï>r ñnYm© ¶m eãXmV A§V^y©V AmhoV. bhmZnUmnmgyZ
AmnU ZH$iV VwbZm ¶m qnO-¶mV AS>H$V OmVmo Vo ‘bm dmQ>V§ eodQ>n¶ªV. ^md§S>m§er VwbZm, {‘Ì‘¡{ÌUr,
eoOmar-nmOmar, dJ©{‘Ì Aer EH$‘oH$m§Mr gVV VwbZm Ho$br {XgVo Am{U AmnUhr Amnë¶m ZH$iV VoM
H$am¶bm bmJVmo. Amnë¶m bjmVhr ¶oV Zmhr H$s, ‘ ‘r A‘wH$ Jmoï>rV Mm§Jbm, V‘wH$ Jmoï>rV dmB©Q>’ Aer
Amnbrhr ‘Vo ~Zm¶bm bmJVmV. ¶m‘wioM ñdà{V‘m V¶ma hmoVmV. ¶m à{V‘m {Z{‘©VrVyZM AmË‘{dœmg J‘mdUo,
X~yZ amhUo, ghZ H$aUo Am{U XmXm{Jar H$aUo Aem Jmoï>r dmT>rg bmJVmV.
AmnU Oa AmOy~mOybm KS>Um-¶m Jmoï>tMo em§VnUo AdbmoH$Z Ho$bo Va, VmU, VUmd, qMVm, {Zamem ¶m§ZrM
àË¶oH$OU J«ñV Pmbobm {XgyZ ¶oVmo. ‘Zwî¶ Amnbm ‘wiMm AmZ§Xr ñd^md {dgê$Z Mmbbm Amho. àM§S> doJmZo
n[apñWVr ~XbV Amho. ¶m doJmer, ¶m ñnYm©Ë‘H$ OJmer OwidyZ KoUo Iyn AdKS> Jmoï> hmoV Mmbbr Amho. ¶m
gJù¶m Jmoï>t‘wio AmnU H$moUË¶mhr Jmoï>rMm Jm^mM {dgaV Mmbbmo AmhmoV. gmÜ¶m gmÜ¶m Jmoï>rVyZhr AmZ§X
KoUo {dgaV Mmbbmo AmhmoV.
bhmZ ‘wb emioV OmVo, ZdrZ, ZdrZ Jmoï>r {eH$m¶bm bmJVo. hiy, hiy Ë¶mMm IoiH$anUm H$‘r hmoVmo,
{eH$Uo hr Jmoï> ‘mJo nS>Vo. Am{U Vo ‘mŠg© {‘idm¶À¶m ‘mJo bmJVo. ZH$iV n[ajoV n{hbo ¶oUo hoM Ë¶mMo
Ü¶o¶ ~ZyZ OmVo. IoimVbr ‘Om, g§K^mdZm, IoiH$anUm hadyZ OmVmo Am{U ‘r qH$dm Amåhr qOH$b§ nm{hOo
hrM ^mdZm à~i hmoVo. ‘J Ë¶mgmR>r H$moUVmhr ‘mJ© Adb§~m¶bm AmnU V¶ma hmoVmo. ñnYm© Amnë¶m OrdZmMm
A{d^mÁ¶ ^mJ Amho ¶mV e§H$m Zmhr; nU ¶mVbm ZH$mamË‘H$ ^mJ dJiyZ gH$mamË‘H$ ê$n XoUo ’$ma H${R>U
Jmoï> Amho H$m? Zmhr! Oa ¶m ZH$mamË‘H$ Jmoï>r BVŠ¶m àIanUo {XgV AgVrb Va, A§V^y©V Aem gH$mamË‘H$
Jmoï>r nU R>iH$nUo OmUdm¶bm hì¶mV. nU ¶mgmR>r àË¶oH$mZo {dMmanyd©H$ à¶ËZerb AgUo JaOoMo Amho.
ñdV:Mr CÞVr Va àË¶oH$mbm H$am¶Mr AgVo; nU Ë¶mV AmnU BVam§Zm hmZr nmoMdV Zmhr Zm BH$S>o
ghO bj XoVm ¶oB©b. ‘r habmo Var Mmbob, nU Vwbm qOHy$ XoUma Zmhr ¶m d¥Îmrnojm ‘r qOHo$Z Am{U Vwbmhr
qOH$m¶bm ‘XV H$aoZ Agm ghH$m¶m©Mm ^md AmnU dmT>rbm bmdy eH$Vmo Zm? VwbZm H$ê$Z Ý¶wZJ§S> qH$dm
Ah§J§S> {Z‘m©U H$aÊ¶mnojm AmnU Hw$R>o AmhmoV ¶mMr OmUrd H$ê$Z KoD$Z, ñdV:bm AmUIr {H$Vr nwT>o Om¶Mo
Amho ¶mMo ^mZ AmnU Z¸$s AmUy eH$Vmo. hm ~Xb KS>dyZ AmUm¶Mm Agob Va {dÚmWu, nmbH$, {ejH$,
g‘mO ¶m gdmªZmM Amnë¶m {dMmamV Am‘wbmJ« ~Xb H$amdo bmJVrb. ñnY}H$S>o ~KÊ¶mMr Amnbr d¥Îmr,
‘mZ{gH$Vm d Ñï>rH$moZM ~Xbmdm bmJob. Vmo ~XbÊ¶m{edm¶ JË¶§Va Zmhr.
- àrVr na‘ma

¶emn¶e
An¶e hr ¶emMr n{hbr nm¶ar AgVo, OrdZmVë¶m AZw^dm§Mr S>m¶ar AgVo
Ë¶mVyZM àË¶oH$mMo KS>V OmVo ^{dî¶ ‘J H$iyZ ¶oVo, {H$Vr gw§Xa Amho Am¶wî¶.
‘w~maH$ eoI ¶m§À¶m H$mì¶mVrb øm H$mhr Amoir. Ë¶m§Zr An¶embmM hadyZ Q>mH$bo Amho, Zmhr?
An¶emÀ¶m VËdkmZm~Ôb ~mobUo gmono Amho. nU An¶e Amnë¶m VmQ>mda Ambo H$s nMV Zmhr. darb Amoir
bjmV amhV ZmhrV. AmnU hmV nm¶ JmiVmo, aS>Vmo, A§Jmda Am^mi H$mogië¶mgmaIo dmJVmo. H$mhr ’$º$ A§J
JmiV ~gVmV Am{U VgoM ~gyZ amhVmV. nU H$mhr-H$mhr Á¶m§À¶m AmVbr {OJa OmJr hmoVo. ~¶m©M doir
H$moUVar OmJo H$aVo. ho Oo CR>VmV, à¶ËZ H$aVmV, Vo EH$ EH$ nmD$b ¶emÀ¶m Odi Q>mH$V AgVmV.
J. {X. ‘mS>JwiH$a ‘°Q´>rH$Mr narjm Zmnmg Pmbo nU Vo An¶emnwT>o IMbo ZmhrV. Ë¶m§Zr CX~Î¶m {dH$ë¶m.
‘J JrVam‘m¶U {bhÿZ ¶emÀ¶m Q>moH$mbm nmohMbo.bVm ‘§JoeH$a, EH$ ’$ma à{gÕ Jm{¶H$m.. dS>rb dmaë¶mZ§Va,
d¶mÀ¶m ~mamì¶m dfu H$moëhmnya ñQw>{S>AmoV ZmoH$ar Ho$br. H$ï>mV {Xdg H$mTy>Z Ka gm§^mibo. {d{dY ^mfoV
nÞmg hOma JmUr Jm{¶br. ^maVaËZ ¶m gdm}ƒ {H$Vm~mÀ¶m ‘mZH$ar R>aë¶m. Mmbu M°nbrZ .... àM§S> Jar~r
AZw^dbr. {dÚmWuXeoV ’w$bo {dH$Ê¶mnmgyZ AZoH$ H$m‘o Ho$br. An¶embm gVV ‘mV {Xbr d gJù¶m§Zm
hgdbo. AmOn¶ªV M°nbrZ gmaIm ‘mUyg OÝ‘mbm Ambobm Zmhr. An¶emÀ¶m dmXimVyZ dmQ> H$mT>V ho
gJioOU ¶emÀ¶m nm¶a²-¶m MT>bo.
An¶emMm {dMma H$aVmZm gmh{OH$M ‘ZmV {dMma ¶oVmo.... ¶eñdr OrdZmMm, ‘mZdmMm Zo‘H$m ‘mnX§S>
H$moUVm? n¡gm H$‘mdbm Zmhr, qH$dm CÎm‘ {S>J«r {‘idbr Zmhr qH$dm EImXr ì¶º$s ñnY}V {Q>H$br Zmhr Va
EImXr ì¶º$s An¶er R>aVo H$m? An¶e åhUOo VodT>oM H$m? bhmZMo ‘moR>o hmoV, AmnU An¶emMm hmM
AW© bmdVmo. g‘mO Amnë¶mbm AgoM {eH$dV OmVmo Am{U AmnU ‘mZVmo. S>moio {‘Qy>Z ‘mZVmo. {OdZmÀ¶m
¶m {OdKoÊ¶m ñnY}V AmnU An¶e {‘imbo H$s hmVnm¶ JmiVmo, aS>Vmo. Am¶wî¶M Ogo H$mhr g§nyZ Jobo Ago
dmJVmo. nU ¶mVyZ CR>Vm ¶oVo. ho An¶e ^m¡{VH$ Jmoï>tMo Amho. na§Vw, EH$ ‘Zwî¶ hmoÊ¶mÀ¶m ZmVo, Oo An¶e
AmnU àmá H$aVmo, Ë¶mda Amnë¶mbm ZwgVo dmB©Q>hr dmQ>V Zmhr !! øm An¶emda {dO¶ {‘idÊ¶mgmR>r,
Ë¶mMr OmUrd Va Agm¶bm hdr. nU, IaoM ~{KVbo Va, Amnë¶m øm YmdnirÀ¶m Am¶wî¶mV AmnU
‘mUwgH$s ¶m {df¶mV Zmnmg hmoV Mmbbmo¶, ¶mMr Amnë¶mbm OmUrdM Zmhr. EImXr e¶©V hmabmo Va Vo
Amnë¶mbm gmaIo Q>moMV amhVo. Ë¶mVyZ CRy>Z AmnU gamd H$aVmo, Vmo n¶ªV, Omo n¶ªV, Vr e¶©V AmnU qOH$V
Zmhr. nU Aer ‘mZ{gH$Vm ‘mUwgH$sH$S>o H$m Zmhr?
An¶emÀ¶m ¶m A{YH¥$V àH$mambm AmnU ‘mZVmo, ‘J ¶m Xþg-¶m An¶emH$S>o Xþb©j H$m? ¶m H$R>moa
OrdZmV An¶embm {^Sy>Z, ¶emÀ¶m nm¶a²-¶m MT>VmZm, qH$dm n¡em§Mo {T>J bmJVmM, Vo AdKS>, H$R>rU
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{Xdg {dgaVmo. da OmVmZm ‘mUwgH$s {dgaVmo, Va ¶m ¶emMm H$m¶ ’$m¶Xm? åhUyZM nmoQ> {VS>H$sZo ~{hUm~mB©
åhUVmV, ‘mUgm ‘mUgm,H$Yr hmoerb ‘mUyg? ¶m AmoirV, ‘Zwî¶ åhUyZ AmnU ¶eñdr R>abmo ZmhrV Am{U
’$ma ‘moR>o An¶e àmá Ho$bo Amho, hoM gm§{JVbo Amho. An¶e dmB©Q> AgVo Ago Zmhr, nU Vmo An¶emMm
H$mi Z {dgaVm, ‘mUwgH$s bjmV R>odVm Ambr Zmhr, Va Vo Am¶wî¶mMo gJù¶mV ‘moR>o An¶e Agob.øm
Ñï>rZo ~Km¶Mo åhQ>bo Va, ~m~m Am‘Q>o Am{U Ë¶m§Mo Hw$Qw>§~, A^¶ Am{U amUr ~§J, ‘bmbm ¶mogmo’$OmB©, Hw$‘ma
gË¶mWu ¶m gma»¶m§Mr AZoH$ ‘moR>r CXmhaUo Amnë¶mg‘moa Amho. øm gJi¶m§Zm Ë¶m§À¶m à¶ËZmV AZoH$ doim
An¶e Ambo, OrdmdaMr g§H$Q>o Ambr nU Ë¶m§Zr ‘mUwgH$sMr H$mg H$Yrhr gmoS>br Zmhr Am{U ¶e g§nmXZ
Ho$bo. ~m~m Am‘Q>|Mo Hw$ð>amo½¶m§gmR>r AhmoamÌ Ho$bobo ‘XVH$m¶© gJù¶m§ZmM ‘m{hV Amho. ‘bmbmMr Bñbm‘r
Am{U OJmVrb gJù¶mM ‘wbtÀ¶m {ejUmgmR>rMr bT>V, Hw$‘ma gË¶mWvMo ~mb‘Owam§gmR>rMo à¶ËZ, Iyn
H$ï>, An¶e øm gJù¶m§VyZM nwT>o Jobobo AmhoV. ‘mUwgH$sÀ¶m Anma H$idù¶mnwT>o Ë¶m§Zm hr gJir g§H$Q>o
H$dS>r‘mob dmQ>br Am{U Ë¶m§Zr ‘mUwgH$sgmR>rMr hr bT>V Mmby R>odbr. H$mhr à‘mUmV qOH$br Am{U AOwZhr
Vo bT>V AmhoV. H$Vw©ËdmV ‘mUgm§Mo d¡^d {XgVo. Ë¶m Eoœ¶m©À¶m ‘mJo XS>bobm A§Yma Hw$Umbm {XgV Zmhr.
A§Ymambm N>oX XoD$ZM ‘mUgo ‘moR>r hmoVmV.
- ho‘mbr Ym§S>o

Xþ:I
X¡d Á¶mV Xþ:Io ^aVm Xmof Zm Hw$UmMm
namYrZ Amho OJVr nwÌ ‘mZdmMm
AmYw{ZH$ dmpë‘H$s J. {X. ‘mS>JwiH$a ¶m§Zr {H$Vr gw§Xa Amoir {b{hboë¶m AmhoV! Xþ:ImM§ BVH§$ gw§Xa
eãXm§H$Z Hw$UrM Ho$b§ Zgob. Xþ:I åhUOo H$m¶? ì¶{º$naËdo Xþ:ImMr ì¶m»¶m ~XbVo. Hw$UmMoM Xþ:I ho
H$m¶‘Mo ZgVo. Xþ:I H$‘r-A{YH$ à‘mUmV gJù¶m§ZmM AgVo. Xþ:ImV bmoH§$ Odi ¶oVmV. ‘hÎdmMo åhUOo
gJù¶m§ZmM Xþ:I AgyZhr àË¶oH$mbm ñdV:Mo Xþ:I ‘moR>o dmQ>V AgVo. Amnë¶mbm EoH$m¶bm {d{MÌ dmQ>ob nU
Hw§$VrZo H¥$îUmH$S>o Aer ‘mJUr Ho$br hmoVr, H$s Oa Vy Xþ:ImV Amåhmbm gmW XoUma Agerb, gmo~V H$aUma
Agerb Va ‘bm H$m¶‘M Xþ:Ir R>od. gwImZo, ¶emZo ‘mUyg hþaiyZ, haIyZ OmVmo, Ë¶mMm Ah§^md dmT>rbm
bmJVmo nU Xþ:ImV Ë¶mMo nm¶ O‘rZrdaM amhVmV. dmñVdmMo ^mZ gmVË¶mZo amhVo.
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Xþ:ImMo àH$mahr doJdoJio AgVmV. ømM àH$mam§da Xþ:ImMr Vrd«Vmhr Adb§~yZ AgVo. EImÚm VmÝøm
~mimMo Xþ:I åhUOo Ë¶mbm AmB©Zo Odi Z KoUo, ZwH$Ë¶mM emioV OmUm-¶m ‘wbmMo Xþ:I KamnmgyZ Xÿa amhUo,
EImÚm {H$emoad¶rZ ‘wbrbm narjoVbo An¶emMo Xþ:I, EImÚm Vê$Umbm ZmoH$ar Z {‘imë¶mMo Xþ:I, EImÚm
Zd{ddm{hV Vê$Urbm {dahmMo Xþ:I, An§Jmbm Ë¶mMo Xþ:I, d¥Õmbm AmOmanUmMo Xþ:I, Hw$Umbm OdiMr ì¶º$s
J‘mdë¶mMo Xþ:I. H$moUVrhr ì¶º$s Xþ:ImÀ¶m doXZoVyZ ‘wº$ ZgVo. ’$º$ Vr Ë¶m Xþ:ImVyZ ~mhoV H$er Am{U {H$Vr
bdH$a ¶oVo ¶mdê$ZM Ë¶m ì¶º$sMr ‘mZ{gH$ OS>U-KS>U {XgyZ ¶oVo.
gJù¶m Xþ:Im§da H$mhr-Zm-H$mhr Cnm¶ AgVmoM AgVmo. Cnm¶ OodT>çm bdH$a A‘bmV ¶oVmo VodT>çm
bdH$a Vr ì¶º$s Xþ:ImVyZ ~mhoa ¶oVo. Xþ:ImÀ¶m Vrd«VoZwgma Cnm¶hr doJdoJio AgVmV Ogo H$s Xþ:I Amnë¶m
OdiÀ¶m bmoH$m§‘Ü¶o dmQy>Z KoUo. Xþgam Cnm¶ hm ñdV:bm Mm§Jë¶m H$m¶m©V Jw§VdyZ KoUo. Xþ:I ho ‘Zmer {ZJS>rV
Agë¶m‘wio EImÚm ‘mZgmonMmaVk (Psychiatrist) Mr ‘XV ’$ma Cn¶moJr nS>Vo. {edm¶ Xþ:ImMr Vrd«Vm hr
H$‘r H$aÊ¶mgmR>r AmZ§Xr d¥ÎmrÀ¶m bmoH$m§gmo~V amhUo qH$dm ‘Zmoa§OZmË‘H$ H$m¶©H«$‘m§Zm OmUo ho AmhoV. na§Vy
Xþ:Imda gJù¶mV Mm§Jbm Am{U n[aUm‘H$maH$ Cnm¶ åhUOo H$mi. OgOgm doi OmVmo Vg Vem doXZmhr H$‘r
hmoVmV.
Iyn bmoH$m§M§ ‘V Amho H$s Xþ:I hm ‘mZdmMm gJù¶mV ‘moR>m eÌy Amho, nU ho Iao Zmhr. Xþ:I ho
Amnë¶mbm gwImMo ‘hËd OmUdyZ XoV§ Am{U Amnë¶mbm ‘mZ{gH$ Ñï>rZo A{YH$ H$UIa ~ZdV§. Xþ:ImnmgyZ
Xÿa OmÊ¶mnojm Ë¶mbm gm‘moao OmUo ho A{YH$ n[aUm‘H$maH$ d ¶mo½¶ Amho. àË¶oH$ Jmoï>rbm A§V AgVmoM AgVmo.
AJXr VgoM Xþ:I hr XrK© H$mi {Q>H$Umao Zìho; H$maU Oer A§Y:H$ma‘¶ amÌ gH$mir gy¶m©{H$aUm§Mr Pimir
KoD$Z ¶oVmo, VgoM Xþ:ImZ§Va gwÕm gwImMr AmemXm¶H$ {H$aUo OrdZmV ¶oVmVM.
- ‘w½Ym {Ì’$io
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Where I’m From
Students from various classes have explored their
personal histories and experiences in responding to the topic
“Where I’m From” through poetry.
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I am from climbing my dad's back,
to running races on the track.
I am from Saturday morning cartoons,
to late night games in the park.
And I will never forget
how terrified I was of the dark!
I am from “Toys R Us,”
to never having to stand on tippee toes,
because I was never small.
I am from McDonald's happy meals,
to the little toys inside.
I am from playing hide and seek,
and always forgetting to hide.
I am from famous musical shows,
and Saturday night funny videos.
I am from the side kicks
to the old school heroes.
I am from midnight snacks
to late night chats.
I am from having all my friends
being referred to as 'lads'.
I am from coming together
and falling apart,
and knowing how it feels
to mend a broken heart.
~ Arsh,
Class 12
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I am from hills and rivers.
I am from papa's kisses and mamma's cuddles.
I am from besan ladoos and barfis.
I am from Real Madrid and F.C.B.
I am from playing football and cricket.
I am from Messi and Ronaldo.
I am from playing Monopoly and Cluedo.
I am from U.S.A. trips and Hong Kong tours.
I am from Statue of Liberty and Taj Mahal.
I am from believing in Gods and not believing in spirits.
I am from reading Harry Potter and Blue Umbrella.
I am from J.K. Rowling to Roald Dahl.
I am from muck and mess.
I am from loving Vijay bhaiya and hugging him.
I am from the streets of Moradabad and buildings of Delhi.
I am from the piano and the casio.
I am from nature and rainbows.
I am from Diagon Alley and Hogsmeade.
I am from Tauji's and Dadi's interesting stories.
I am from airports and vacations.
I am from the world where the cycle of living is called “Life”.

~ Shiv,
Class 4
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I am from the warm summers of Bangalore,
to the endless rains of Sahyadri.
The loud splash of my legs hitting the
icy waters of the swimming pool.
From being the most realistically cynical person
in the room to
Being the target when my friends have nothing
to do.
I am from one-minute crushes,
to two minute noodles.
From hide and seek to chor police.
From Rasam rice to Quesadillas,
From early morning drills to late night thrills.
I am from picking strawberries from the lush
green fields of Belar.
To playing our own version of cricket in
rest hour.
I am from late night conversations that
lead nowhere.
I am from staring into space, questioning
my very existence.

~ Yamini
Class 7
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I am from the Dirt,
From Petrichor drifting through the air.
I am from the Light,
that filters through Trees.
I am from my Destiny,
For I don't control events.
Events control me.
I am from my Foolishness,
For fools rush in where Angels fear to tread.
I am from my Friends,
for if some great misfortune were to portend,
no Enemy can match a Friend.
I am from my imperfections,
For Roses have Thorns and Silver fountains Mud,
Clouds and Eclipses stain both the Moon and the Sun.
I am from my Mother,
For the hand that rocks the cradle,
is the hand that rules the World.
I am from my Mind,
for the mind is its own place
And in itself can make a Heaven of Hell
And a Hell of Heaven.
I am from Wisdom,
for Knowledge may come and go,
but Wisdom lingers.
~ Aditya Murdeshwar
Class 9
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Where I’m From
Cold winter dawns,
Clutching a warm drink,
The distant sun streaming through the leaves,
Fog enveloping my senses.
Crimson heat, dark dirt and dust,
Luxuriant greens and gentle blue streams,
Sweeping bays bronzed by the sun,
Regal palms drooping in the summer rains.
Poles apart, and yet Cartoons blaring on the television,
Scraped knees on soft grass,
Cackles of glee ripped from our throats,
Breathless contentment drapes itself over us.
Rootless, a slain sapling,
I belong to neither of those worlds,
And yet I make merry within bright Asphodel,
Glimpsing the verdant fields of Elysium.

~ Siddhartha,
Class 10
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I am from endless ideas on tiny pieces of paper,
And a constantly diminishing supply of refills.
I am from the daydreams of alternate universes,
And vain attempts at becoming a realist.
I am from catching stacks of toppling books,
and hours spent 'organizing' study material.
I am from hours of picking the right journal,
And from remembering lyrics, forgetting formulae.
I am from letters I had never sent,
And stories I never did tell.
I am from a present that has just begun,
And a life that's yet to be lived.
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~ Tanmaya,
Class 8

Farewell
~2016
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I learned to do things that were not expected of me, without being told to do them.
I could explore new vistas without the desire to succeed or the fear of failure. This
approach led me to novel experiences and experiments: the harmonograph, Fusion
Fest, amateur rocketry and most recently the Hello World Club. Some worked out
quite well, others not quite. Even the rockets, despite the debacle on New Year's
last year, were a satisfying experience.
In this process of exploring new things, I became more aware of my learning and
made conscious, proactive decisions instead of just being passively carried along
with what was happening. I learned more about how I learn, "meta learning", in
this process.
This is, I believe, just one aspect of my growth in school. There are many more
personal lessons I have learned: the value of companionship and camaraderie,
collaborating in a team; apologising when I am wrong and sometimes, even when
I am not.
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~ Parth,
Class 12

Suddenly, I wonder what I have been up
to these years. What is this education I
have managed to receive sitting on the last
bench in the classroom? Funnily, I just
can’t remember all the History, Geography
or Maths I’ve tried drilling into my
brain, although school is primarily about
academics. I don’t remember what marks I
got in 5th grade or even in the 10th, but I
can tell you I was never extraordinary ...
What I remember is that I always wanted to be this perfect kid who did things
on time and did them well and was well liked by all. But really, I don't usually
do things on time and when I do, I don't do them well. I've finally managed to
understand though that I can never be that perfect persona I expected myself to
be, and I've finally realised I don't want that either.
When I think of it, school taught me much more than Physics or Maths or any
other subject. School taught me lessons in friendship; it taught me that things
don't last forever. It's taught me to acknowledge traits of intolerance, arrogance,
loneliness and everything negative there is within me, and has been helping me on
my journey, learning about these issues and building myself as a human being.
										

~ Noor,
Class 12
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There was a dark green plaque at the door, on which was written the poem 'kitaabe
karti hai baath' by Safdar Hashmi. It was put up in grand style next to the old
fashionable wooden doors, stately and important looking. Quite understandable,
because they guarded a building not only consisting of bricks and concrete, but
also thousands of stories waiting to be told. A hallowed hall of learning and yet an
atmosphere of acceptance and friendly enquiry.
I stood transfixed at the sight of a slice of true heaven. This one even trumped the
British library on FC Road, my usual haunt as a book haven. It was then that I
truly fell irrevocably in love with Sahyadri.
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~ Mugdha,
Class 12

Many times over the past two years, I have felt like a little tuft of sea weed floating
around in the endless ocean. So free, without direction, without roots. Memories
are like a still life painting by a hundred different artists: some are blue based, some
red. Some will be be stark, like Picasso, others as rich as Rembrandt. Recollections
are in the eye of the beholder, to be held together side by side; still they never quite
match.
The very memories we guard so fiercely sometimes hold us back from loosening
our grip on something. When you turn down the wrong street, when you find
yourself at the dead end of a chain link fence or a road that turns to sand, you are
Somewhere; just not where you expected to be.
There is so much to extract from these beautiful hills that surround us, the river,
the people around us...
									

~ Akshata,
Class 12
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“I shut my eyes in order to see.”
~ Paul Gauguin
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Questing...
words, scattered across a
page, spidery ink crawling
over pristine white.
a blank sheet waiting to be
painted on, a bridge
connecting words and colours in
a composition willed by
the elusive gods of creativity.
a range of shades, colours
of the rainbow mixing
with ordinary
Black and White, to create a
profusion of expression
on a blank slate.
it is love and curiosity
that pours out of
the Pen and Paintbrush;
an exploration of
previously uncharted territory
venturing out
into the grey areas of
creativity.

a certain feel of discontent
pervades as the
work is approaching
its end. will this exhilaration
of expression ever come again?
will the pen and paitbrush dance to the
tune of those gods of creativity?
i wonder.
the piece
is completed, intent on
finishing itself.

			
			

~ Mughda
Class 12
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Class
Photos
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Row 3: Shaurya, Aarya, Mitali, Rishit, Riya, Vedant

Row 2: Amudha, Shreya, Samrudhi, Disha, Sarthak

Row 1: Menaka akka, Raina akka

Preschool
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Standing: Akshata akka, Aashi, Indira, Purna akka, Ahona, Sangita akka, Namit, Shiv,
Sandeepa akka, Anindita, Roopika akka, Ananya, Sreehitha, Reena akka
Sitting: Vishal, Shreyaan, Kabir, Yajnesh, Vashist, Pallavi akka, Rishabh

4

85

Left to Right: Rhian, Shantanu, Siddhanth, Adavay, Jahnavi, Neeraj, Aryaman, Sumedh,
Kimaya, Meher, Ratul, Jiya, Krittika akka, Deeta, Rishit, Laksh

5

86
Back row: Shreya, Parisha, Ishrat, Pranav, Rudraneel, Devang, Kishore sir
Middle row: Barsha, Siddhant, Aks, Abhineet, Darshin, Kian, Anjali
Front row: Harshita, Semzes, Isha, Diva, Soumitri

6A
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Top to Bottom: Darpin, Mariya, Jigmet, Madhavi akka, Avantika, Keerti, Ishan, Ami, Krishna, Vaishnavi,
Suhruth, Malhar, Varun, Patanjali, Darshan, Ashwath, Sonia, Shrawan, Mouli, Arav

6B
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Standing: Sampad, Danica, Mudit, Sanvi, Jaidhar, Shreya, Dhruv, Sufii, Prisha, Srinivas, Mansi
Sitting: Nithilan, Lakshmi, Piya, Anjali akka, Sanskriti, Tara, Abhiraaj

7A

89

Back Row: Aayush, Devyani, Smriti akka, Mrinali, Sumedha, Akshay, Parth, Vedaant, Manskit, Naman
Front Row: Yamini, Sujay, Chidrupee, Krishna, Arnav, Alex, Meera, Aashna, Shashank, Pratham

7B

90
Standing: Dwijesh, Shiven, Jaleel, Siddharth, Arnav, Abhigyan, Devvrat, Siddha, Siri,
Padmapriya akka, Khushi, Vedika
Sitting: Aashray, Praapthi, Shreya, Kriti, Parth, Archit, Vishwas, Arya

8A

91

Standing: Vaishnavi, Nitya, Saahil, Arun sir, Harsh B., Yashvardhan, Arsalan,
Krishang, Harsh A., Ekam, Aditya
Sitting: Adi Shyam, Shailesh, Dhanika, Sita, Jahnavi, Tanya, Ubhanisha, Tanmaya

8B

92
TTop to Bottom: Sreekar, Rahul, Yagya, Amresh sir, Arjun S., Kishan, Yerik, Hena,
Chinmayee, Anoushka, Rhea, Meher, Zara, Chaitanya, Adwayee,
Nethra, Abdul, Aditya M., Zeenat, Saksham, Zesdan, Meka

9A
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Back Row: Arjun A., Rishil, Malhaar, Aditya A., Sunidhi, Sahajo, Dhruvajay, Sakshi
Middle Row: Hari, Sharvari, Ahana, Devraj, Ashwin, Akshat, Gunjan, Riddhi
Front Row: Akriti, Manav, Bheem sir, Mehar, Adhya, Vedant D., Ruhi, Vedant M.

9B
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Standing: Siddhartha, Rishi, Smit, Anushka, Neer, Aashutosh, Pranav,
Manpreeth, Aryaman, Karishma, Hemali, Sagun, Aggam, Preethi, Riddhi, Nandan
Sitting: Arbeena, Krishna, Ayush, Aditi, Muqadas, Seema akka

10A

95

Standing: Apeksha, Aaksha, Srotriyo, Aasif, Rahil, Gautam, Anoushk, Bansi, Lakshman, Trupti,
Gourav, Fateh, Elizabeth akka, Niervan
Sitting: Rashi, Shivang, Tarini, Prisha, Arya, Sheeba, Yousra

10B

96

Back Row: Siddhi, Deepak, Ritwik, Krishna, Manichandan, Pakhi, Shirali sir, Dea, Sakshi,
Shrisiva, Jai, Sophia, Vaishnavi, Jolsy akka
Front Row: Rohan, Zeel, Arsh, Daksh, Piyush, Avishkar, Anjali, Saumya, Shraddha, Shamita, Sai Sudhamsa

11

97

Top to Bottom: Parth, Sameer, Ashish, Omkar, Veeren, Archana, Nibedita, Sayuri,
Faariha, Manjari, Omsantosh, Poojit, Shaurya, Kunjika, Noor, Koustubh, Mugdha, Prabhat sir,
Rinchen, Vedika, Smriti, Ajay, Nitya, Hussain, Ram, Akshata

12

98
Back Row: Vishvanadhan, Salim, Parth, Milind, Divya, Vandan, Sangita, Rekha, Madhavi,
Raiyna, Suchithra, Mira, Rama, Seema, Padmapriya, Smita, Ragini
MIddle Row: Sai, Geeta, Mallika, Arun, Jolsy, Purna, Smriti, Krittika, Sandeepa, Bheem,
Reena, Deepa, Kishore, Vipul, Shubhang
Front Row: Ritesh, Vinayak, Alok, Amresh, Lakshman, Anjali, Prabhat, Shailesh,
Sudesh, Pallavi, Elizabeth, Hareshwar

Teachers
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1st row: Bhau, Bhosale, Govind, Ranganatha, Sandip, Gopal, Dilip, Siraj,
Nandkishor, Deepak, Arjun, Ramesh , Satish.
2nd row: Amresh, Deepa, Milind, Suresh, Vishwanadhan, Shirali, Devi,
Mangesh, Sahebrao, Bhanudas, Prabhat.
3rd row : Aarti, Sangeeta, Sanju, Karuna, Surekha, Amruta, Omana, Usha, Rupali,
Babita, Chetana, Kavita.

Staff
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On April 1st, Team Ninad decided to play a prank on Amresh sir.

THE PRANK !
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Dear Amresh Sir, happy april fool’s day !

102
Standing: Rhea, Ruhi, Sunidhi
Sitting: Meher, Zara, Rahul, Zesdan, Sahajo, Rishil, Hena, Adhya, Nethra
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One is never afraid of the unknown;
one is afraid of the known
coming to an end.
~ Jiddu Krishnamurti

